Abstract: Domain workers should gain considerably more independence from computer specialists. Just as the pen was taken out of the hands of the scribes in the middle ages, the role of the high-tech scribes should be redefined and the owners of problems should be put in charge.
Introduction
Most current computers systems are approachable only through complex jargon that has nothing to do with the tasks for which people use computers -requiring high-tech scribes (programmers, knowledge engineers) who are able to master this jargon. The role of high-tech scribes should be redefined, eliminating the distinction between programmers and non-programmers as two disjoint classes, and defining programming as the mean for users to make computer do what they y.tant them to do, thereby putting the owners of problems in charge. In this paper, I will (1) identify problems facing user-centered software engineering environments, (2) describe domain-oriented design environments as systems addressing these problems, and (3) assess to what extent we have succeeded or failed in putting the owners of problems in charge.
Problems for Future User-Centered Software Engineering Environments
Computing needs to be deprofessionalized. The monopoly of highly trained computing professionals, the high-tech scribes, should be eliminated just as the monopoly of the scribes was eliminated during the reformation in Europe. In order to avoid misunderstandings: This does not mean that there is no place for professionals programmers and professional system designers in the future. It means that the profes-Beyond Programming Languages: From Supply-Side to Demand-Side Computing. Dertouzous (as reported in [Denning 88]) argues that the computer science community should operate less on the supply side (i.e., specifying and creating technology and "throwing the resulting goodies over the fence into the world"). More emphasis should be put on the demand side creating computational environments fitting the needs of professionals of other disciplines outside the computer science community. Modern application needs are not satisfied by traditional programming languages that evolved in response to systems programming needs [Shaw 89; Winograd 79] . Most computer users are interested in results, not in programming per se. Shaw [Shaw 89 ] claims that "the major current obstacle to widespread, effective exploitation of computers is the inability of end users to describe and control the computations they needor even to appreciate the computations they could perform-without the intervention of software experts." Understanding Problems -Beyond Creating Implementations for Given Specifications. Historically, most software engineering developments (e.g., structured programming, verification methods, etc.) were concentrated on "downstream activities" [Belady 85]) . Over the last decade, it has become increasingly obvious that the real problems of software design will be "upstream activities" [Sheil 83 ] (see Figure  1) .
While there is growing evidence that system requirements are not so much analytically specified as they are collaboratively evolved through an iterative process of consultation between end-users and software ), many research efforts do not take this into account. CASE tools are limited, because they devise more elaborate methods of insuring that software meets its specification, hardly ever questioning whether there might be something wrong with the specifications themselves. One may argue that they provide support after the problem has been solved. A consequence of the thin spread of application knowledge [Curtis, Krasner, Iscoe 88 ) is that specifications often occur when deSigners do not have sufficient application knowledge to interpret the customer's intentions from the requirement statementsa communication breakdown based on a lack of shared understanding-[Resnick 91].
Integrating Problem Setting and Problem Solving. DeSign methodologists (e.g., [Schoen 83; Rittel 84] ) demonstrated with their work the strong interrelationship between problem setting and problem solving. They argue convincingly that (1) one cannot gather information meaningfully unless one has understood the problem, but one cannot understand the problem without information about it [Rittel 84], and (2) professional practice has at least as much to do with defining a problem as with solving a problem [Schoen 83] . New requirements emerge during development, because they can not be identified until portions of the system have been designed or implemented. The conceptual structure underlying complex software systems are too complicated to be specified accurately in advance, and too complex to be build faultlessly [Brooks 87 ]. Specification and implementation have to co-evolve [Swartout, Balzer 82] requiring that the owners of the problems need to be present in the development. If these observations and findings describe the state of affairs adequately, one has to wonder why waterfall models are still alive despite the overwhelming evidence that they are not suited for most of today's software problems.
In our own work, we have conducted an empirical study in a large hardware store to clarify the dependencies between problem setting and problem solving [Fischer, Reeves 92] . Figure 2 illustrates how the problem setting is changed in an attempt to solve the problem. The customer came to the store to buy a heater. The interaction between the sales agent and the customer led to a reconceptualization of the problem from "generating more heat," to "containing heat" redefining the problem itself.
Why Owners of Problems Need to be In Charge. As the previous example shows, "problems are often dilemmas to be resolved, rarely problems to be solved" [Lave 88 ]. III-defined problems cannot be delegated (e.g., from clients to professional software designers or professional architects), because the problems are not understood well enough that they can be described in sufficient detail. The owners of the problems need to be part of the problem solving team. Imagine in the above example, the customer would have not gone to the store himself but send someone else with a problem description to buy a heater. This person would have lacked the necessary background knowledge [Winograd, Flores 86] as well as the authority to redefine the problem on the fly.
Domain·Oriented Design Environments
In order to put problem owners in charge, future software environments must be able to interact with their users at the level of the task and not only on the level of the medium. Over the last decade, we have designed and evaluated several prototypes addressing this goal. This section will briefly describe the steps leading towards our current version of domain-oriented design environments as well as one example of such an environment.
Towards Integrated, Domain-Oriented Design Environments. The first step towards creating more human-centered computational environments was the development of general purpose programming environments exploiting the capabilities of modern workstations. While these environments were powerful and functionality rich, they required users to build their systems from scratch. Object-oriented design environments (such as Smalltalk, Clos, C++) represented an effort to create a market place [Stefik 86 ] for software objects by providing substrates for reuse and redesign at the programming level. Their value is based on the empirical fact [Simon 81} that complex systems develop faster if they can be built on stable subsystems.
But domain-independent object-oriented systems are limited in the support they can provide at the problem level. They consist of low-level abstractions (e.g., statements and data structures in programming languages, primitive geometric objects in computer-aided design, etc.). Abstractions at that level are far removed from the concepts that form the basis of thinking in the application domains in which these artifacts are to operate. The great transformation distance between the design substrate and the application domain is responsible for the high cognitive costs and the great effort necessary to construct artifacts using computers. [Fischer, Lemke 88] intentionally sacrifice generality for more elaborate support of domain semantics. But construction kits do not in themselves lead to the production of interesting artifacts [Fischer, Lemke 88 ], because they do not help designers perceive the shortcomings of the artifact they are constructing. Artifacts by themselves do often not "talk back" [Schoen 83 ] sufficiently, except to the most experienced designers. Critics [Fischer et al. 91 a] operationalize the concept of a situation that "talks back." They use knowledge of design principles to detect and critique partial and suboptimal solutions constructed by the designer.
Domain-oriented construction kits
JANUS: An Example. To illustrate some of the possibilities and limitations of these systems, we will use the JANUS system [Fischer, McCall, Morch 89] as an "object-to-think-with." JANUS supports kitchen designers in the developments of floorplans. JANUS-CONSTRUCTION (see Figure 3) is the construction kit for the system. The palette of the construction kit contains domain-oriented building blocks such as sinks, stoves, and refrigerators. Designers construct by obtaining design units from the palette and placing them into the work area. In addition to design by composition (using the palette for constructing an artifact from scratch), JANUS-CONSTRUCTION also supports design by modification (by modifying existing designs from the catalog in the work area). The critics in JANUS-CONSTRUCTION identify potential problems in the artifact being designed. Their 6 knowledge about kitchen design includes design principles based on building codes, safety standards, and functional preferences. When a design principle (such as "the length of the work triangle is greater than 23 feet") is violated, a critic will fire and display a critique in the messages pane of Figure 3 . This identifies a possibly problematic situation (a breakdown). and prompts the designer to reflect on it. The designer has broken a rule of functional preference, perhaps out of ignorance or by a temporary overSight.
Our original assumption was that designers would have no difficulty understanding these critic messages. Experiments with JANUS [Fischer, McCall, Morch 89] demonstrated that the short messages the critics present to designers do not reflect the complex reasoning behind the corresponding deSign issues. To overcome this shortcoming, we initially developed a static explanation component for the critic messages [Lemke, Fischer 90] . The design of this component was based on the assumption that there is a "right" answer to a problem. But the explanation component proved to be unable to account for the deliberative nature of design problems. Therefore, argumentation about issues raised by critics must be supported, and argumentation must be integrated into the context of construction. JANUS-ARGUMENTATION is the argumentation component of JANUS [Fischer et al. 91 a] . It is an argumentative hypertext system offering a domain-oriented, generic issue base about how to construct kitchens. With JANUS-ARGUMENTATION, designers explore issues, answers, and arguments by navigating through the issue base. The starting point for the navigation is the argumentative context triggered by a critic message in JANUS-CONSTRUCTION. By combining construction and argumentation, JANUS was developed into an integrated design environment supporting "reflection-in-action" as a fundamental process underlying design activities [Schoen 83 ].
But even integrated design environments have their shortcomings. Design in real world situations deals with complex, unique, uncertain, conflicted, instable situations of practice. Design knowledge as embedded in design environments will never be complete because design knowledge is tacit (i.e., competent practitioners know more than they can say [Polanyi 66]) , and additional knowledge is triggered and activated by situations and breakdowns. These observations require computational mechanisms in support of end-user modifiability [Fischer, Girgensohn 90] . The end-user modifiability of JANUS allows users to introduce new design objects (e.g., a microwave). new critiquing rules (e.g., appliances should be against a wall unless one deals with an island kitchen), and (3) kitchen deSigns which fit the needs of a blind person or a person in a wheelchair.
A Historical Context. Computers in their early days were used to compute. The typical problem at the time was: take a given algorithm and code it in assembly language. The process of programming was totally computer-centered (Figure 4) . A large transformation distance existed between the problem description and its solution as a computer program.
High-level programming languages (Fortran, Lisp, Cobol, Algol, etc.) became available in the 1960s. Certain problem domains could be mapped more naturally to programming languages (e.g., algebraic expressions, recursive functions, etc.). While all of the languages remained general purpose programming languages, a certain problem orientation was associated with individual languages (e.g., Lisp for AI, Fortran for scientific computing). The professional computing community started to become specialized:
(1) compiler designer (creating programs that mapped from high-level languages to assembly language), and (2) software engineers (creating programs that mapped problems to programming languages). In the 1970s and 1980s new classes of programs appeared: spreadsheets, query languages for databases, and powerful interactive programming environments. Spreadsheets were successful for three major reasons: (1) they relied on a model and packaged computational capability in a form that the user community was familiar with, (2) they added important functionality (propagation of changes) that did not exist in the non-computational media, and (3) they avoided the pitfall of excess generality: Instead of serving all needs obscurely, they serve a few needs well [Shaw 89 ]. These types of systems can be considered to be construction kits with limited domain-orientation. In our own work, we demonstrated [Fischer, Rathke 88 ] that the spreadsheet model can be further enhanced by adding additional domain knowledge to it.
Assembly Languages
By extending construction kits with critiquing and argumentation components, design environments ( Figure 5 ) have the potential to put domain experts (the problem owners) in charge. Computational environments based on design environment architectures lead to a further specialization among computer users: knowledge engineers in collaboration with domain workers create design environments (at least the seeds for them [Fischer et al. 91 b) ) and domain workers use and evolve the seeded environments.
Assessment, Evaluation and Implications
Is There an Owner or are There Owners of Problems? So far we used the concept of "ownership" in a way suggesting that there is "an owner" of a problem ignoring that realistic design problems are mUltiperson activities where ownership is distributed. The reason for this is that neither clients, system designers, nor users have a very good idea of what they want a system to do at the outset of a project. Rittel [Rittel 84 ] speaks of "a symmetry of ignorance" arguing that knowledge for design problems is distributed among many people, and that there is nobody among those carriers of knowledge who has a guarantee that her/his knowledge is superior to any other person's knowledge with regard to the problem at hand. The notion of "owning" is related to the amount of right, power, authority, responsibility for contributing to the definition of a problem, and how much people are affected by the solution.
By collaborating with an architectural firm, we recently encountered a convincing example illustrating In cases where is no single owner of a problem, the communication between all the "stakeholders" in the problem is of crucial importance. Shared understanding [Resnick 91] needs to be created. One way to do this is to develop languages of doing [Ehn 88 ] which create the possibility of mutual learning, thereby establishing a relationship of professional parity between system designers and system users.
How are Owners of Problem Put In Charge with Design Environments.
The domain-orientation of design environments allows owners of problems to communicate with the systems at a level that is situated within their own world [Fischer, Lemke 88; Suchman 87; Wenger 90] . By supporting languages of doing [Ehn 881 such as prototypes, mock-ups, scenarios, created images, or visions of the future, design environments have the advantage of making it easier for owners of problems to partiCipate in the design process, since the representations of the evolving artifacts are less abstract and less alienated from practical use situations. By keeping owners in the loop, they support the integration of problem setting and problem solving and allow software systems to deal with fluctuating and evolving requirements. By making information relevant to the task at hand [Fischer, Nakakoji 91] , they are able to deliver the right knowledge, in the context of a problem or a service, at the right moment for a human professional to consider.
The Costs of NOT Putting Owners of Problems In Charge. By requiring high-tech scribes as intermediaries, designers are limited in solving ill-defined problems [Simon 73 ]. III-defined problems cannot be delegated because if they are delegated, situations do not "talk back" to the owners of the problems who have the necessary knowledge to incrementally refine them. New requirements emerge during development, because they can not be identified until portions of the system have been designed or implemented. Traditional software design methodologies (such as the waterfall model, insisting on a strong separation between analysis and synthesis) have no chance to succeed in such situations. Alternatives approaches, such as methodologies allowing the co-evolution of specification and implementation, are needed [Swartout, Balzer 82; Fischer, Nakakoji 91] .
Recreating Un-selfconsclous Cultures of Design. Alexander [Alexander 64 ] has introduced the distinction between an un-selfconscious culture of design and a self-conscious culture of design. In an un-self conscious culture of design, the failure or inadequacy of the form leads directly to an action to change or improve it (e.g., the owner of a house is its own builder, the form makers do not only make the form but they lived with it). This closeness of contact between designer and product allows constant rearrangement of unsatisfactory details. By putting owners of problems in charge, the positive elements of an un-selfconscious culture of design can be exploited in the development of software systems. Some of the obvious shortcomings of un-selfconscious culture of design, such as that they offer few opportunities for reflection is reduced by incorporating critics into the environments [Fischer et at. 91 a] .
Conclusions
Achieving the goal of putting problem owners in charge by developing design environments is not only a technical problem, but a considerable social effort. If the most important role for computation in the future is to provide people with a powerful medium for expression, then the medium should support them in working on the task, rather than requiring them to focus their intellectual resources on the medium itself.
The analogy to writing and its historical development suggest the goal "to take the control of computational media out of the hands of high-tech scribes." Pournelle (in BYTE, September 1990, p. 281 and p. 304) argues that "putting owners of problems in charge" has not always been the research direction of professional Design environments are promising architectures to put owners of problems in charge. They are based on the basic belief that humans enjoy deciding and doing. They are based on the assumption that the experience of having partiCipated in a problem makes a difference to those who are affected by the solution. People are more likely to like a solution if they have been involved in its generation; even though it might not make sense otherwise.
